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ABSTRACT
An investigation of mid-latitude ionospheric irregularities
and scintillation (MIDLIIS) during geomagnetic storms is
presented. Significant MIDLIIS events are revealed in
Regional or Global maps of ionospheric irregularities and
scintillation (RMIIS and GMIIS) [1][2]. GMIIS are
produced using GPS measurements from thousands of
globally distributed stations. We intend to add MIDLIIS as
a new element to the classical picture of global ionospheric
scintillation and irregularities because the observed
MIDLIIS events occurred in vast regions. To understand
underline physics mechanisms, the MIDLIIS development
is compared with space weather conditions and
geomagnetic data as well as auroral observations made by
global ultraviolet imager (GUVI) onboard a Defense
Meteorology Satellite Program (DMSP) satellite. The
GUVI images show auroral oval expansion when MIDLIIS

are observed. Our study leads to an assessment that
MIDLIIS events are driven by auroral oval expansion to
middle latitudes and possible ring current inward
expansion to the plasmasphere with associated penetration
of the magnetospheric electric field. Before presenting the
MIDLIIS investigation, measurements of ionospheric
scintillation and irregularities, namely S4, , and ROTI,
are reviewed. A comparison is made to distinguish
differences and emphases between these indices.

The S4 and  indices have been adopted as the standard
scintillation measurements for many decades. They are
defined as follows,

1.

where I and  are the detrended intensity and carrier phase
of received single-frequency signal, and < > denotes the
ensemble average. The standard  index is measured in
radians. Thus S4 and  indices measure amplitude and
phase scintillation, respectively, of the received signal at
the carrier frequency fc. On the other hand, ROTI is defined
as follows [4],

INTRODUCTION

A global morphology of ionospheric scintillation has been
depicted by Basu et al. [3]. It schematically summarizes
latitude regions, local times, and solar activities where and
when L-band ionospheric scintillation occurs. Their
pictures were based on measurements from individual
stations at different locations over long periods, and their
conclusion was that L-band scintillation was a low- and
high-latitude phenomenon. Their morphological pictures
also benefited from early studies of ionospheric irregularity
and scintillation, similarly based on measurements from
individual sites during long periods, conducted by many
researchers at various carrier frequency bands. A review of
early works was given in [4].
Recently, a severe MIDLIIS event was reported by Pi et al.
[2]. In that study regional maps of ionospheric
irregularities and scintillation (RMIIS) were generated
using GPS data collected from about 180 GPS Continuous
Operating Reference Stations (CORS) in North America.
Examination of RMIIS revealed a significant mid-latitude
event, in which ionospheric irregularities developed in
most of the U.S. continent during a major geomagnetic
storm on April 6, 2000.
In this study, we investigate mid-latitude ionospheric
irregularities and scintillation (MIDLIIS) further.
MIDLIIS events during another major geomagnetic storm
occurred on 17 March 2015 are presented. The storm is
known as the 2015 San Patrick’s Day storm, which is the
most severe one in terms of geomagnetic perturbations
during the last 11 years. Before showing the mid-latitude
observations, we offer a comparison of scintillation and
irregularity measurements, i.e., S4, , and ROTI [5]
indices, which leads to a description of Global Map of
Ionospheric Irregularities and Scintillation (GMIIS) [1][2].
Comparisons of MIDLIIS observations, geomagnetic
perturbations, and aurora activities are also made to
investigate underline physics processes that drive the
development of MIDLIIS. Conclusions of this study is
given at the end.
2.

COMPSRISONS OF S4, , and ROTI
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where ROT is detrended rate of TEC (total electron
content, line of sight), which can be derived from carrier
phase measurements of dual-frequency signals, and the
unit of ROTI is TECU/min (TECU = 1016 electrons/m3).
Thus ROTI measures phase scintillation in dual-frequency
signals which are used to derive TEC irregularities. In
principle ROTI is independent of carrier frequency. Tables
1 and 2 compare differences and similarities as well as pros
and cons of the three measurements.
Table 1. Comparison of Scintillation Indices
Specifications \ Index

I and  Data Sampling Rate (Hz)
Cadence (minutes)
Carrier Dependent
HQLO* Requirement

S4

50
1
Yes
No


(ra
d)

ROTI
(TECU/
min)

50
1
Yes
Yes

0.033
5
No
No

* High-quality local oscillator

1.

2.

3.

4.

Table 2. Pros and Cons of S4,  and ROTI
ROTI
S4 ,  
Pros
S4 can be used to
1. Data sampled at 30
investigate signal
seconds to 1 second
power fading
2. Not susceptible to
local oscillator error
Both S4 and  Can
3. Applicable to
be theoretically
detection of phase
modeled
fluctuations at
Spectral analysis can
different carriers
be performed with I
caused by the
and  data
ionosphere
Ionospheric phase
scintillation can be

applied to different
carriers

4.
5.

1.
2.

3.

Cons
Data sampled at 50
1.
Hz
: High quality local 2.
oscillator is required
for phase
measurements
Specialized receivers
required, and only
deployed at limited
sites for research

Data available from
thousands of stations
Data available from
thousands of stations
Does not measure
signal power
Part of spectrum is
lost

We note that although S4 and  are two basic quantities
that can be modeled through theories of radio wave
propagation in random media, modeling strong
scintillation has not been satisfactorily successful [6]. From
the above comparisons, it appears that S4 and  indices are
suitable to research of technical issues related to signal
behavior. However, benefiting from the availability of
thousands of geodetic type GNSS receivers already
deployed globally, ROTI is useful in monitoring global
activities of ionospheric irregularities and scintillation as
well as detection of ionospheric effects on signal phase
measurements.
3.

GLOBAL MAP OF IONOSPHERIC
IRREGULARITIES AND SCINTILLATION
(GMIIS)

With data collected from thousands of globally distributed
geodetic-type GPS receivers, we have generated GMIIS
[5][3] for various events. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show two
examples of GMIIS produced for the beginning and a later
time of 17 March 2015. ROTI measurements from 2,814
sites are processed to produce these GMIIS. Each GMIIS
is a snapshot containing data in a 5-minute interval. The
median ROTI value in each 2.5° × 5° bin (latitude ×
longitude) is color coded and projected from ionospheric
piercing point height at 400 km to the map to indicate the
intensity of TEC fluctuations in the area.
As shown in Figure 1(a), the ionosphere in most of the
world was quiet at the beginning of the day except for the
South America region and some limited areas in northern
and southern polar regions. The ionospheric conditions
changed dramatically later as shown in Figure 1(b).
Ionospheric irregularities in most of both polar regions
were very active during 14:05 – 14:10 UT, and there were
also irregularities in the Asian sector near 80ºE longitude.

Figure 1(a). A GMIIS produced using GPS data collected from
2814 sites during 00:40-00:45 UT, 17 March 2016, when space
weather was not perturbed.

Figure 1(b). A GMIIS produced using GPS data collected
from 2814 sites during 14:05-14:10 UT, 17 March 2016, when
a major geomagnetic storm occurred.
Global images like GMIIS cannot be generated with S4 and

 measurements yet. The number of existing specialized
scintillation receivers and their distribution are very limited
and sparse. The collected scintillation data are mostly
managed by individual researchers at their own
institutions. The generation of GMIIS benefits from
centralized management including archive and distribution
of GNSS data collected from global and regional networks,
including the International GNSS Service (IGS,
www.igs.org), Continuously Operating Reference Station
(CORS,
www.ngs.noaa.org/cors),
Low-latitude
Ionospheric Sensor Network (LISN, lisn.igp.gob.pe), etc.
4.

MIDLIIS EVENTS DURING GEOMAGNETIC
STORMS

With GMIIS, global activities of ionospheric irregularities
and scintillation can be observed. We have reported a
MIDLIIS event previously [2], in which significant
activities were observed in most of the U.S. continent
during 6 April 2000. Here an RMIIS from [2] is replotted
below in Figure 2 to show the event.

Figure 2. A North America RMIIS for the 23:45 – 24:00 UT
interval during 6 April 2000, when a severe geomagnetic
storm occurred. [2]
The MIDLIIS event occurred during a geomagnetic storm.
Figure 3 shows geomagnetic auroral electroject (AE) and
SYM-H index data. The latter is a high-sampling (1 Hz)
version of Dst index data, which is a measurement of
magnetospheric ring current intensity that affect
geomagnetic field at middle and low latitudes. Significant
magnetic perturbations are seen in the polar region (AE)
and mid- and low-latitude regions (SYM-H). The MIDLIIS
development is associated with the deep Dst valley before
its recovery. The deep Dst indicates enhanced ring current
in the magnetosphere.

Figure 4. Geomagnetic AE SYM-H (or Dst) index data
showing a geomagnetic storm during the 2015 San Patrick’s
Day (Mar 17) storm.
GMIIS at the interested times are now shown below.
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) present two GMIIS at 06:30-06:35
UT and 14:00-14:05 UT intervals. In these intervals, both
AE and the ring current are enhanced (the latter is shown
in SYM-H in negative direction). Mostly, ionospheric
irregularities in American sectors are contained at high
latitudes where the auroral electrojet is intensified. In the
European sector (afternoon sector), MIDLIIS do appear.
Some low-latitude ionospheric irregularities are also
present in the evening sector (the Asian sector).

Figure 3. Geomagnetic auroral electrojet (AE) index and
SYM-H data showing a geomagnetic storm during 6 April
2000. The data cover 5 through 8 April 2000.
Now let’s examine global ionospheric irregularities during
the 2015 San Patrick’s Day (March 17) storm. First, AE
and SYM-H data are shown in Figure 4, with color bars to
mark a few times when AE increases (blue) or SYM-H
decreases (red or pink). It is sometimes hard to distinguish
between their differences since their activities can be
correlated. Two intervals are worth attention: 13-15 UT
and 22-23 UT. During the first interval both AE and SYMH are enhanced (SYM-H in the negative direction). During
the second interval AE subsides followed by another
enhancement while SYM-H gets to a valley.

Figures 5a (top) and 5b (bottom). GMIIS for 06:30-06:40 UT
and 14:00-14:05 UT, respectively, on 17 March 2016.
Between 9:00 and 9:30 UT, the irregularities in the auroral
zone (nominally at 60~70º geomagnetic latitudes) show
features that tend to expand or migrate towards lower
latitudes in the sub-auroral region, as shown in Figure 6 as
an example. The trend only lasts shortly within about half
an hour, and the irregularity activity moves back and the
intensity reduces to lower levels.

Figure 6. GMIIS for 09:10-09:15 UT on 17 March 2016.

Figures 7(a)-7(e) (from top to bottom). GMIIS for 20:50-20:55
UT, 21:15-21:20 UT, 23:10-23:15 UT, 23:20-23:25 UT, and
23:30-23:35 UT on 17 March 2016.
After about 20:30 UT ionospheric irregularities start
appearing in the sub-auroral and middle latitude regions.
Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the following: (1) MIDLIIS are
observed in American east through European longitude
sectors where local times are approximately 16 to
midnight; (2) the MIDLIIS then shifts to the west and gets
to lower latitudes in next 20 minutes; (3) A “V” shape
wedge of irregularities intrude American middle latitudes
between 21:15-21:20 UT, and a sharp boundary between
smoothed ionosphere and irregularities makes the V shape
prominent. This occurs when both SYM-H and AE are
enhanced (referring to Figure 4). About two hours later, the
similar activity of MIDLIIS appear again shown in Figures
7(c)-7(e). This time SYM-H reaches its deepest level,
while AE enhances significantly after having subsided
during the previous hour. MIDLIIS also appear in the
southern hemisphere, but the data coverage is very sparse
there and thus we leave discussions of the southern
hemisphere to the future.
A question is raised after examining these events during a
single storm: Are these MIDLIIS events closely associated
with AE enhancement or ring current enhancement (SYMH or Dst deepening), or both? Recalling GMIIS at the
14:00-14:05 UT interval, MIDLIIS do not show up in
American sectors (where magnetic dip latitude 
geographic latitude + 12º to 0º) but are present in European
sectors (where magnetic dip latitude  geographic latitude
– 10º to 8º). Around 21 UT and 23 UT, MIDLIIS appear in
both American and European sectors when the ring current
reaches strongest level and AE is also enhanced. It appears
that MIDLIIS are associated with both AE and Dst
enhancements. We should point out that the enhancement
of auroral electrojet also means enhanced plasma
convection in the polar region. It is also apparent that
MIDLIIS tend to develop in certain local times from the
afternoon through nighttime sectors.
5.

ASSOCIATED AURORAL OVAL AND RING
CURRENT EXPANSION

As discussed in the last section, MIDLIIS are associated
with enhanced ring current or Dst and AE. AE is derived
from geomagnetic data from a number of ground-based
magnetometers distributed in the auroral zone, and it is an
indicator of plasma convection activity in the auroral zone.
When MIDLIIS occur, the auroral region plasma
convection may penetrate into middle latitudes. In
addition, the association of MIDLIIS and enhanced Dst
could mean that the ring current expands inward and gets
into the plasmasphere so that the footprint of the
plasmapause may move to lower latitudes. Nominally the
footprint of plasmapause is at 60º magnetic latitude. When
the ring current expands into the plasmasphere, the
properties of plasma dynamics and energetic particles in
the open magnetic fields would intrude the plasmasphere.
The footprint of these activities would then appear to
expand or migrate into middle latitudes. There have been
observations of auroral oval expansion that is associated
with Dst enhancement (in the negative direction) [7].

6.

CONCLUSIONS

MIDLIIS events during the 2015 San Patrick’s Day
geomagnetic storm are investigated with GMIIS generated
using GPS data collected from about 2800 ground stations.
The global data coverage allows observations of
ionospheric irregularities and scintillation simultaneously
from low, middle, and high latitudes. With densely
distributed observations from the U.S. and European midlatitude regions, significant MIDLIIS events in vast regions
are captured in GMIIS. The events resemble the MIDLIIS
features revealed in RMIIS as reported for the 6 April 2000
event [2]. The significance of these MIDLIIS events makes
us to reconsider the global picture of ionospheric
scintillation suggested by Basu et al. [3], to which
MIDLIIS during geomagnetic storms should be added as
Figure 9.

To investigate the connection between MIDLIIS and
possible auroral oval expansion, we have examined DMSP
GUVI images [8][9]. Figure 8 shows two examples of
LBHS emission images from DMSP F18 satellite GUVI
data. The images present the auroral emissions in
geomagnetic coordinates. The DMSP data show that
auroral oval expands to sub-auroral and middle latitudes
(below 60º magnetic latitude) instead of being centered at
about 65º magnetic latitude, at which it is normally located.
Figure 9. MIDLIIS (in red) are added schematically to the global
irregularity and scintillation picture. The gray scales in the picture
indicate scintillation intensity at low- and high-latitudes as
suggested by Basu et al. [3].
Comparisons of GMIIS, AE and SYM-H index data, as
well as GUVI images indicate that GMIIS are associated
with equatorward expansion of auroral oval when the ring
current and auroral electrojet enhance. When these occur,
the auroral electrojet may move to lower latitudes, and the
ring current may also expand into the plasmasphere. The
footprint of interaction region of the expanded ring current
and plasmasphere may move towards lower latitudes too.
It is conceivable that these processes act together and result
in electrodynamical perturbations, such as sheared plasma
flow, at the sub-auroral and lower latitudes, which drive the
development of MIDLIIS.
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